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Abstract: Quark-antiquark excitations inherent in the quark-gluon interaction have been incorporated 
into a quark model of the nucleon to study the effects of such excitations on the NN interaction 
within the framework of the resonating group method. The three-quark (3q) components of a single 
nucleon are augmented by (3q)(qq) excitations with the 24 possible spin, isospin, color combinations 
for the energetically lowest p-wave relative motion function. Quark exchange kernels are then 
calculated for the two-nucleon system described by these improved nucleon internal functions; 
and these exchange kernels are converted to phase-shift-equivalent effective NN potentials by the 
Wigner-transfo~ WKB technique. The off-shell qq pair-creation terms are derived from the 
one-gluon exchange diagrams in the Breit approximation in analogy with the derivation of the qq 
and qq potentials. The parameters of the interaction are chosen to be consistent with the experimental 
A-N mass difference, the nucleon-vector-meson coupling constants, and the nucleon magnetic 
moments. Within these constraints, the predicted amplitudes of the (3q)(qq) components of the 
nucleon internal functions have been shown to be insensitive to the precise values of the model 
parameters. In particular, they pass the crucial test of being insensitive to very large changes in 
the magnitude of the confinement potential constant which is a necessary ingredient of the model. 
The qij excitations lead to the following effects in the S-wave NN potentials: (i) The repulsive core 
heights of the simple 3q-3q model are greatly reduced but retain their strong essentially linear 
energy dependence, with numerical values very similar to those of the short-range phenomenological 
terms of the Paris potential. (ii) The effective potentials have acquired an attractive part in the 
0.8-1.5 fm range. However, this attraction is too weak to bind the deuteron or fit the extreme 
low-energy S-wave phase shifts. 
1. Intr~uction 
Since quantum chromodynamics (QCD) is believed to be the fundamental theory 
of the strong interaction, there have been many recent attempts to understand the 
structure of the nucleon and the NN interaction 1-24) in terms of QCD-inspired, 
phenomenological quark models. For low-energy nuclear phenomena the gluon 
degrees of freedom are eliminated from the theoretical framework, and it is assumed 
that the gluon exchange effects can be incorporated into the theory through a gluon 
exchange potential, usually in a one-gluon exchange approximation, through the 
color analog of the Fermi-Breit interaction. In these constituent quark models or 
potential models of hadronic structure the dressed non-strange quarks are assumed 
to have a mass approximately one-third of the mass of the nucleon. The various 
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quark models differ mainly in the phenomenology used to introduce quark confine- 
ment. In the potential models confinement is usually achieved through a simple 
power-law confining potential which is put into the theory by hand. 
Of the various techniques used to convert the interaction among quarks into an 
effective NN interaction potential, the resonating group method (RGM) has the 
great advantage that the quark exchange kernels needed can be evaluated in very 
explicit analytic form. A number of detailed RGM and other calculations have been 
undertaken in an attempt to elucidate the extreme short-range part of the NN 
interaction 3-19). In these calculations the nucleon is assumed to be a simple three- 
quark (3q) system with a spatial 3q wave function of (0~)~ character, usually of 
harmonic-oscillator (gaussian) radial form. The conclusions of such calculations 
can be summarized as follows: The phase-shift equivalent effective NN potentials 
derived from the 3q-3q models of NN scattering are short range, strongly energy 
dependent, and purely repulsive. The repulsive core of several hundred MeV is 
determined largely by the color-magnetic contact term of the Breit interaction. [A 
recent study 16) shows that the Breit retardation or Darwin-like momentum depen- 
dent terms in the color interaction may play a significant role in reducing this core 
height to around 400 MeV.] The coupling to other channels of the 3q-3q variety 
such as the A-A and the so-called hidden color channels ‘“) has been studied in 
detail. Although the coupling to hidden color channels leads to a slight decrease in 
the repulsive character of the S-wave phase shifts 8*11*17,19), the channel coupling 
does not play a prominent role and only leads to small refinements. In addition, 
the repulsive cores are remarkably insensitive to a wide range of parameters of the 
quark potential models provided their choice is consistent with the single-baryon 
physics. The essential parameters of such models are four in number: the constituent 
quark mass M, the size parameter b (e.g. an oscillator length parameter) of the OS 
quark wave function, (Y, the QCD analog of the fine structure constant (in principle 
governed by the running strong-coupling constant relevant for nuclear energies), 
and a potential constant a, of the phenomenological confinement potential. The 
parameters m and b are strongly constrained by the electromagnetic moments and 
the size of the nucleon (although the nucleon size may serve only as an upper bound 
for b since a pure 3q picture of the nucleon may describe only the inner core of 
the nucleon). The parameter a, is determined by the A-N mass difference, through 
the combination LX,/ m2b3. The confinement potential constant is determined either 
by fitting the nucleon mass or through the stability condition which minimizes the 
nucleon mass to changes in b. The importance of this stability condition has been 
stressed 23) in calculations in which breathing-mode excitations for the 3q wave 
functions are included in the basis, but it becomes significant for the choice of 
parameters only if such excitations are part of the RGM nucleon internal 
functions. 
The almost complete insensitivity of the repulsive cores to the confinement 
potential may come as somewhat of a surprise. The quark exchange kernel generated 
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by a purely quadratic confinement potential is proportional to the norm kernel ‘*13). 
The scattering phase shifts are therefore completely independent of the strength of 
this potential ‘). A linear confinement potential gives only a very small contribution 
to the repulsive core in the NN interaction 16), and final results for the NN scattering 
phase shifts are very insensitive to large changes in the strengths of the confining 
potential. This conclusion is valid only for a properly constrained model space. If 
both p-wave and color-octet excitations in the 3q internal wave functions are 
permitted, the resultant color deformability leads to long-range Van der Waals 
potentials [proportional to the strength of the confinement potential with an Rne4 
power-law dependence 25), where R is the NN separation and n is the exponent of 
the confining potential]. We consider it one of the advantages of the RGM method 
that such pathological effects are automatically excluded by a proper choice of the 
RGM nucleon internal wave functions. In a recent quark-model study of the NN 
interaction, Maltman and Isgur ‘*) predict a seemingly realistic medium-range attrac- 
tion. Since their model space includes excitations of this color-deformable type it 
appears that this attraction has its origin in the confining potential and also leads 
to an unrealistic long-range power-law attraction of color Van der Waals type. A 
weak medium-range attraction is also predicted by Robson 24) in a quark-model 
calculation in which 2hw excitations of mixed orbital [21] symmetry are included 
in the 3q internal wave functions. Although these do not lead to Van der Waals 
contaminations it is not clear what mechanism gives rise to this attraction. 
Due to the phenomenological character of the confinement potential, it is the 
philosophy of the present investigation that any nucleon property which is strongly 
dependent on the strength of the confinement potential cannot be trusted. Since a 
properly constrained RGM model space gives an NN potential which is very 
insensitive to the strength and form of the confining potential, the results of the 
present investigation are free of this difficulty. In addition, the predicted A-N mass 
difference and the electromagnetic properties of the nucleon (which are used to fix 
the parameters LY,, m and b) are also insensitive to the strength of the confining 
potential. 
One of the disadvantages of the RGM and quark potential model calculations is 
that these are essentially nonrelativistic. The parameter x = fi/mcb (ratio of quark 
Compton wavelength to size parameter b) gives a measure of the importance of 
relativistic effects. Since x - 1 in most recent quark potential model studies (in the 
present investigation the final choice is x = 0.8), it appears that a nonrelativistic 
treatment is out of the question. For absolute predictions of single-baryon masses 
a fully relativistic treatment is surely required. However, the relative motion of two 
nucleons is essentially nonrelativistic, and it is encouraging to note that a recent 
study of relativistic kinetic energy corrections to the 3q-3q exchange kernels gives 
only a small contribution to the NN repulsive core, less than 10% of that of the 
dominant color-magnetic contribution 16). Due to the difficulties of a fully relativistic 
treatment of the 3q-3q system the quark potential models usually neglect terms of 
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order x4 and retain only the “dominant” x2 terms in the color Breit interaction. It 
must therefore also be assumed that the parameters as, m, b and a, are renormalized 
parameters which carry some of the burden of relativistic corrections. Predictions 
of the electromagnetic properties of the nucleon, which are used in the fit of 
parameters in the present investigation, will, however, make use of relativistic 
electromagnetic current operators of quarks and antiquarks. In this case the use of 
nonrelativistic wave functions is to be considered in the spirit of a Foldy-Wouthuysen 
treatment. 
One of the greatest drawbacks of the 3q-3q potential models of NN scattering 
comes from the fact that they give only the extreme short-range part of the NN 
interaction and fail to make a natural connection to the mesonic degrees of freedom 
responsible for the medium- and long-range attractive part of this interaction. In 
contrast, in the little or chiral bag models 26) or the cloudy bag models *‘) the quark 
degrees of freedom of the nucleon interior are coupled to an exterior meson field. 
More recent models of nucleon structure are an outgrowth of the Friedberg-Lee 
model 28) in which the quarks are coupled to a scalar field which confines the 
quarks to the finite nucleon interior. In later versions of this model the quarks 
are coupled to both a confining field and the more conventional meson fields of 
nuclear structure, leading to various nontopological soliton models 29). Models 
which contain both quarks and meson fields but have some of the interesting 
topological properties of the topological soliton or skyrmion models 30) have 
also been proposed 3’). However, the emphasis in these models has been the 
structure of the nucleon itself. 
Perhaps the most natural way to include the mesonic degrees of freedom in a 
constituent quark model study of the NN interaction is to incorporate quark- 
antiquark excitations directly into the model space. The basic quark-gluon interac- 
tion lagrangian includes qq pair creation terms which lead to off-shell matrix elements 
coupling the 3q configurations of the nucleon to 3q+ qq components. It is the 
purpose of this investigation to examine the consequences of such excitations for 
the NN interaction. The ultimate goal is to expand the RGM calculations for NN 
scattering to include three-cluster configurations of 3q + 3q + qq type and perhaps 
even more complicated qq excitations. Since the emphasis is on qq exchange a 
coordinate representation study in the framework of the resonating group method 
is particularly well suited for such a study. Since the full three-cluster treatment is 
extremely rich, a simpler approach is adopted in this first investigation. In the first 
step the 3q component of the single nucleon is augmented by 3q+qq excitations. 
Even ifthe relative motion of the 3q and qq OS clusters is restricted to the energetically 
lowest p-wave the possible number of color, spin, and isospin combinations leads 
to 24 different 3q + qq states. In the next step, quark exchange kernels are calculated 
for the two-nucleon system described by these improved nucleon internal functions. 
Since the largest amplitudes of the 3q+ qq components are of order c < 0.25 only 
terms of first order in these c’s are retained in the calculation of the exchange 
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kernels. Finally, these exchange kernels are converted to phase-shift-equivalent local 
potentials by the Wigner-transform WKB technique used in refs. 32V33,13*16). 
Sect. 2 gives the quark interaction with emphasis on the qq pair creation terms. 
The full formulation of the model is given in sect. 3. The parameters of the model 
are still (Y,, m, b and a,, as in the simple 3q+3q model. Since cross-terms involving 
3q and 3q+qq components of the nucleon internal functions make significant 
contributions to the N- and A-masses, the nucleon magnetic moments and rms radii 
the numerical values of these parameters must be reevaluated for the expanded 
model space. The selection of parameters is discussed in sect. 4. Since the qq 
pair-creation terms in the interaction can also be taken to determine the strengths 
of the nucleon-meson coupling constants, these lead to new constraints on the 
parameters. Since a simple qq cluster with pion quantum numbers cannot be expected 
to give a realistic picture of the pion we do not expect to fit the pion-nucleon 
coupling constant nor the extreme long-range OPEP part of the NN interaction. 
However, the model has been constrained to fit the vector-meson coupling constants. 
Moreover, it gives the observed tensor/vector coupling ratios for p and w; and the 
vector-meson dominance of the electromagnetic form factors is naturally repro- 
duced. Numerical results for S-wave-equivalent local potentials and phase shifts 
are shown in sect. 5. The most prominent results are: (i) the repulsive core heights 
predicted by the simple 3q+3q models are greatly reduced, (ii) the strong energy 
dependence of the respulsive cores survives, and (iii) the qq excitations lead to an 
attractive part in the equivalent potentials in the 0.8-1.5 fm range. However, this 
attraction is too weak to bind the deuteron or reproduce the extreme low-energy 
S-wave phase shifts. A concluding section gives an analysis of these results with a 
discussion of the shortcomings of the model, pointing to future directions. 
2. The qq pair-creation interaction 
Previous quark-model studies have used the Fermi-Breit interaction (in dominant 
nonrelativistic approximation), based on the one-gluon exchange process. Since the 
basic quark-gluon interaction lagrangian includes qq creation and annihilation 
terms the full Breit interaction contains the five types of terms illustrated in fig. 1. 
The quark-quark interaction (Z& in fig. 1) contains tensor and spin-orbit terms 14,‘5). 
(iI (2) (30) (3b) (40) (4b) (5) 
Hi”+= H,, + Hqq + (H - +H$“)) + H 99 ( :;$9?“:1”,“)‘(“:$) 
Fig. 1. The full Breit interaction hamiltonian. 
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Since this investigation is restricted to S-wave scattering such terms can be omitted, 
and we use (with H,, = C i<j vu) 
fly = OT,hCa(hi * Aj) 1 ‘- -$$S(Pij)[l+j(Ui* Uj)] -(hi* Aj)U,<j 3 I (14 r y
where a quadratic confining potential has been added to the gluon exchange terms. 
The SU(3) color generators have the standard normalization, (hi * Ai) = y. The qq 
and qq interaction, diagrams (2) and (3a) lead to a potential of the same form, the 
latter because the minus sign in H,, = -Hqq is balanced by another change of sign 
in the SU(3) reduced matrix element which follows from SU(3) conjugation under 
the q + q transformation. Due to the approximations inherent in (l), (Y, and m are 
considered as parameters of the model. The central part of the momentum-dependent 
Breit retardation (or Darwin-like) term has been omitted in (l), despite the fact 
that it may be significant in lowering the repulsive core 16), mainly for simplicity. 
The emphasis of this investigation is on the additional effects of qq excitations. 
The annihilation diagram contribution to the qq interaction, (3b), has been used 
by Faessler et al. 34) in a study of the proton-antiproton interaction. It leads to 
IT h3 




Diagrams (4) and (5) have no on-shell matrix elements. However, their off-shell 
contributions are relevant for the nucleon system with dominant 3q component, for 
which diagram (4a) is of greatest importance. Such qq creation terms in the interac- 
tion follow from time-dependent perturbation theory and have recently been dis- 
cussed in connection with nucleon-meson coupling constants by Yu and Zhang 35). 
They can be put in the form 
H q+qqq= ,& (rcr$)w)l Vq+qqq(L 2)1~,(1)~~(2))U~~~~~~~ @a) 
with 
V _&l, 2) =&$&A, . A2) : (@)(x1, x2) * 0”‘(1,2)). WI 
j=l 
o”‘(1 , 2)=2a*-i[u,xu ] 2 , OC2’( 1,2) = 2u2 , (2c) 
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Following the philosophy of eq. (1) only the dominant term in the h/me expansion 
has been retained in eq. (2e). The effect of a second-order term, 
-i(h/mc)2(r~p~P)/r2, in F(I) has been considered 35). Since it does not lead to 
major changes this term has been omitted in the numerical calculations. To be 
consistent with eq. (l), we let the parameters (Y, and m carry the effects of “higher 
order” terms. In eq. (2) the ICI0 are nonrelativistic space-spin, isospin, color wave 
functions, 
$,(l) = ei’P=‘~~‘w,_~,,nc~~~~~~, (3) 
with plane-wave spatial part (unit-volume box normalization), and 
GP(2) = e-i(pa~x2’(-l)‘+m~~w_,,,(-l)f+m~B~_,,~(-l)d(YB)c~,,~,~. (4) 
The Elliott SU(3) notation is used for the color degree of freedom. The color triplet 
has (hp.) = (10) ; and the color phase factor 4(v) is defined by the 3 X 3 + 1 SU(3) 
Wigner coefficient 
&((lO)y; (01)V’~(00))= (-l)@‘“‘. 
By carrying out the spin, isospin and color parts of the matrix elements, eq. (2) can 
be put in the form 
H s,qqq=+m&~ c {3fkf&P,P61~%m -Pp) 
Sf P+%PUPB 
+(2&~~+~ 6,t)(Pv,PsIF’2’lPa, -P&l 
X [[,yo) x [a;~t(lo) X b~~t~ol~]lo~ll~]s,f~lo~ x aipqwo) ) 
(9 
where the square brackets denote spin, isospin, and color coupling. In this form it 
can be seen directly that the additional qq pair which is created by the interaction 
has the gluon quantum numbers S = 1, T = 0, and (hp) = (ll), i.e. color octet 
character. This spin, isospin, color character has the immediate consequence that 
the coupling matrix element between the 3q component and the 3q + qq component 
has a direct term only if the final state has color octet 3q and qq configurations. 
The spatial part of the interaction is made up of two different types of vector 
functions. The first, with index i = 1, involves the gradient of the scalar relative 
coordinate function F(r). It will also be denoted as D (“derivative”) type, and gives 
non-zero matrix elements only when the final state of two quarks and one antiquark 
is coupled to the resultant spin S, = $. The second, with j = 2, which has the extra 
momentum operator pTp, and is therefore also denoted as M (“momentum”) type, 
has non-zero matrix elements for both S,=$ and 3. It should be noted that eq. (5) 
involves a scalar product of the spatial vector function matrix elements with the 
full quark-operator function which has vector character in spin space, S = 1. Finally, 
in plane-wave representation the spatial integrals in eq. (5) will contain the momen- 
tum conservation factor 8p,,Cp,+p8+pP). 
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Since the RGM formulation will require explicit antisymmetrization of identical 
particles located in different clusters, and since the final nucleon wave functions 
have components with different numbers of particles, it will also be useful to express 
the pair-creation interaction of eq. (2) in full coordinate representation. Quarks and 
antiquarks will be considered as distinguishable. If xi stands for a complete set of 
spin, isospin, and color internal as well as space coordinates (Xi), the full coordinate 
representation amplitude of a system of A quarks and B antiquarks is given by 
(x, * * * x,; X*+1 * * * XA+Blb+(X~+B) * * * b+(x;+,)a+(x;) * . * af(x:)lo) 
The state 
* * . b+(x~+,)a+(xg * * . a+(x:))o) 
is represented by the (A + B)-particle coordinate wave function 
(x1 . * * %4+BlfABkLBh~~~, %+A 
(6b) 
In eqs. (6) the permutation operators P and Q act in the separate spaces of the two 
families of fermions, A quarks and B antiquarks (with & = *l for P even/odd). 
In this representation the pair-creation interaction of eq. (2a) has the form 
H q+-FlFl = dx, dx, dxs uqeqq9 (x1; x2, x,)a+(xl)a+(x*)b+(x,)a(x,) 9 (7) 
where iJq,,qp follows from the Vq+qqq of eqs. (2b)-(2f) through 
(~,(1)~cr,(2)lvq~qq4(1, ~hkmki(2)> 
=(+,(1)~6(2)+~-~(3)1 uq-qq9(x1; x2, ~~km, (84 
with 
14~~1(3) = ei(PB’r’)W,~~u,,~c~o,~~~ . (8b) 
The explicit expression for Vq+qqs is given by the spin, isospin, color operators 
sP’j’(l; 2; 3) of the pair-creation interaction as 
u q+qqs(x,; x2, x3) = iza,fic8(x,-x,) i (F”‘(x,, x2) .#j’(l; 2,3)), (8~) 
j=l 
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where 
YI’)(l; 2,3) =Yjz’(l; 2,3)-[c+(l)A’“‘(l) X V0(“)(2, 3)]:o’O”‘, 
9y( 1; 2,3) = &[A’“‘( 1) X V0(“)(2, 3)]:o’O”’ , 
V3”(2 9 3) = [w(2) X wWl;b(2) Xd3)1&10,(2) Wo1,(3)11") 9 (84 
and I are the tensor representations of the SU(3) color gener$ors Ai. The 
many-particle matrix element is then calculated by the simple formula 
(g,4+*J3+1 I&W&3) 
= (-l)*+‘[(A+ l)(B+l)l”’ 
I 
dx, . * * dXA+B+&+l,B+I(xI,. . . , XA+B+~) 
X ? us-+ssq(Xi; xA+B+l, XA+B+Z)~AB(XI~ * * * , xA+B 1. (9) 
i=l 
3. Formulation of the model 
As a first step in the process of building quark-antiquark excitations into our 
quark model of NN scattering, an improved single-nucleon wave function is con- 
structed in which the 3q component is augmented by the (3q)(qq) excitations 
generated by the pair-creation interaction. Since the full two-nucleon problem will 
be formulated in terms of the scattering of nucleons with momenta K and -K, the 
single-nucleon wave function of good momentum K is constructed by means of the 
projection operator PK, 
P& = c,(K) eiK.%,(3q)+ ? c,(K) eiK’“%((3q)(qq)) , 
a#0 
(10) 
where the coordinates of the center of mass 
x,=f(x,+x,+x,) ) x,=gx,+x,+x3+x_$+x5) (11) 
must be expressed in different form for the two types of components of (CTN since 
these carry different mass numbers. 
The dominant 3q component is given in terms of the usual internal wave function 
4,(3q), with [3] symmetry for both space and spin-isospin functions, and [13] color 
singlet, (Ap) = (00) character, and OS harmonic oscillator internal relative motion 
functions. The (3q)(qq) components are given in terms of two-cluster RGM wave 
functions 
&((3q)(qq)) = ilv,~‘2~‘[x~~:6P.(r)[~~,~,~hh,(34)~~,=,~~*,(sSl)l~,~=~00)lSMs, (12) 
which are antisymmetrized explicitly with respect to the four quarks by 
a’=&-P,,-P,,-P,,). (13) 
The factor i in eq. (12) has been introduced to yield real values for the c,. The 
vector character of the pair-creation interaction automatically induces the required 
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p-wave character of the function x(r) describing the relative motion of the two OS 
clusters. For simplicity x(r) is chosen to be a harmonic-oscillator function of lfio 
excitation with the same oscillator length parameter b used for the OS internal relative 
motion functions of the 3q and qq clusters. The suffix cx is used to designate the 
spin, isospin, color quantum numbers of the clusters. The index CT = 0 is reserved 
for the pure (3q) component. Despite the requirement that the full (3q~(q~) system 
have color singlet character with the resultant ST = f$ of the nucleon, there are 24 
possible values of cx (a = 1, . . . ,24), with LY = [S, T,(U), S,T,(AA)]S,,. With (AA) = 
(00) the possible S, Tl values are if and $2 corresponding to the case of the N or A 
of the simple 3q model. There are nine possible states of this color singlet type with 
the &T, combinations carrying the quantum numbers of the r), 1~, w, and p-mesons, 
in some cases with S12 = $ and 1. In addition there are 15 hidden color combinations 
with (Ah) = (11). In these both the 3q spin-isospin and color functions have [21] 
symmetry, so that the possible S, T, values are $$, $i, f$ to be designated NC and 
C,, C,, respectively; the notation N’ indicates that the 3q cluster carries the spin, 
isospin quantum members of the nucleon but is a color octet, similar designations, 
c ‘, wc, pc, hold for the qq clusters. The full set of the 24 combinations of 
TS: ~(hh)S,T2(&t)]S,, is enumerated in table 1. It should be noted that the & of 
eq. (12) are normalized ((&{&) = l), but in general the 4, are not orthogonal to 
each other, 
@&#%~~#O if CY#~Y’. (14) 
It is interesting to note that the N,, are all very close to 1 (see table l), and the 
overlaps are all very close to zero. For example, the largest of all the (rjnl&,) (with 
a =Aq S12=& and cy’= Crw’, SIZ = f) has the value 0.171. Since the relative 
motion function in eq. (12) is chosen to be a 1 hw excitation oscillator function, the 
4, could have been expanded in terms of the q”q shell-model configurations 
(OS~~(O~)(~) and (OS)~(~}. There are altogether 30 shell-model components of this 
type with the appropriate total spin, isospin, color quantum numbers fj(O0). 
However, six combinations of these lead to spurious excitations of the center-of-mass 
motion. Even in harmonic-oscillator approximation, the removal of center-of-mass 
excitation is complicated. Moreover, it entails different approximations for the 3- 
and 5-particle components of the nucleon wave functions. The states of eq. (10) 
which are momentum eigenstates of the nucleon, built with two-cluster RGM wave 
functions, are therefore to be preferred for the present study. However, the functions 
& have also been expanded in terms of such a q4q shell-model basis to check the 
orders of magnitude of the resultant c, against a single-nucleon calculation using 
zero-rest-mass MIT bag quark wave functions for the q4q basis. 
The evaluation of the c,(K) follows from the variational principle 
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TABLE la 
(3q)(q$ states with (AA) = (00) 
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(34)3 KO [Mevl c, 
234 -0.057 
133 -0.056 
0 665 -0.182 
-6 -556 0.135 
$J2 436 -0.108 
.g 870 -0.232 




Hidden color states with (AA) = (11) 





































For states with S,T,= lO(o’), XFja=a for (S, T,)S,,=($$)f, XF’- = 
XEje = -44 for (it):. 
- f4 for (if)f and (f$)f, and 
through the resultant secular equations 
; {H&x, - WW#Ll4~~))c,,(~) = 0 . (16) 
In eq. (15), H represents the full hamiltonian which consists of the nonrelativistic 
kinetic energy part and Hi,, of fig. 1. In principle, these should be solved for each 
K, leading to c, which are functions of K. In practice, the equations are solved for 
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K = 0, and since the interest is in low-energy NN scattering the c,(K) are replaced 
with K-independent constants c, = c,(O). It should also be noted that the plane-wave 
factors of eq. (lo), with unit-volume box normalization, give center-of-mass integrals 
of unity when K = 0. 
The evaluation of the necessary interaction and norm kernels is carried out by 
standard techniques 36-38). The (3q) and (qq) internal energies are given (in terms 
of the parameters cu,, m, b, a, and the combination x = A/mcb) by 




E,,,,,,(qq) = (2+ix2)mc2+ 16a,b2+ 
J 
a a,xmc’[--$++“($S,(S,+ 1) - l)] 
+~~*i)(ll)( -1ga,b2+ G a,xmc2[~-~X2(5ss,T,,11 
-3k2T2,01 -36S,T,,00+ &,T,,lO )I} - (18) 
The interaction kernels lead to two types of matrix elements, the coupling matrix 
elements I&, connecting the 3q to the (3q)(qq) components, and the matrix elements 
H,,, with both LY, a’# 0. The latter get cont~butions from the qq and qq interactions 
through the v, of eq. (1) with i <j (i,j = 1,. . . ,5), as well as the annihilation 
diagrams with i = 1,. . . , 4 and j= 5. Both direct and exchange terms can make 
contributions. The different types of possible exchange terms are illustrated in fig. 
2a for H,, and H,, and fig. 2b for Ha4 (annihilation). It is convenient to express 
the interaction matrix elements between the states of type +a of eq. (12), with 1 hw 
oscillator excitation, in terms of the simpler states of OAw excitation (although the 
latter lead to negative-parity states of the baryon and are therefore not of interest 
in the present investigation). The results are (a, cy’ f 0) 
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ij = 
ii= 




















Fig. 2. The different types of quark-gluon exchange terns. (a) Exchange terms for H,, and Hq4. (b) 
Exchange terms for Hq4 (annihilation). (c) Direct and exchange terms for Hq_4qq. 
+ J 2 cYsx3mc2(X~~~‘+ Xgy) , (19e) ?r 






; a,x3mc2~(X~f+fAX~““‘+~AX~4”,“‘), (19f) 
where 
XFaa’ = _&(X”,,nu’+$Xspc,“oL’) +&Xapnn.uol’ . 
(m) 
In eqs. (19) P indicates the quark permutation, with P = 1 (designated by e) for 
the direct term, and P = P34 (designated by (34)) for the exchange terms. The 
X-coefficients are given by the spin, isospin and color factors of the matrix elements 
of the spin, isospin, color-dependent operators 0* If $ is defined as the spin, 
isospin, color part of the function 40 then 
thi * Aj) 
xgy’= (&I 
(Ui * Uj)(Ai ’ Aj) 
(l-:.~~)(~i~~~)2(Ai~Al)lql (20a) 
C,=l, C,,,, = -3 I (20b) 
for 0 = C, SC, and arm,, respectively. For the exchange term of AL,,, with Q = 1, 
Xf;Tp: designates the matrix element of -3P34 and the bar indicates that indices ij 
are not required. In eq. (19) the X-coefficient witbout index ij is defined by 
,$=a6 = c X2,,‘. 
(21) 
i<j 
Note that this sum involves seven distinct exchange terms since the spin, isospin, 
color matrix elements with iji = 15 and 25 are equal; similarly for ij = 14,24 and for 
$ = i3, 23 (fig. Za). For the ann~h~lat~o~ diagram, with j = 5 fixed, the sum over 
i=f , . . . ,4 involves three distinct terms, shown in fig. 2b. The quantity AX, of eq. 
(19) is defined by 
where, for P = 1, i’j’= 14, 24, 34, 15, 25, 35 and i”j” are missing; and, for P = P34, 
i’j’= 15,25, i”j” = 34 (but note that terms i4 are missing in the annihilation diagrams). 
The X$r’ have been calculated with the c.f.p. expansions of the 3q states and the 
SU(2), SU(3) recoupling techniques illustrated in ref. 39). 
Finally, the eoupfing matrix elements, Hao, connecting the 3q to the (3q)(q~) 
components follow from eq. (9), 
The Us+ss4 involve two types of spatial vector functions, with 0’ = D, M in eq. (8), 
the D (‘~de~vative’~) and M {“momentum”) type; and the spin, isospin, color matrix 
elements of these will be designated by the superscripts B = D and M, respectively: 
x$+(&(1 * * . WW; 4,5)k(123)>, Wb) 
where & is the spin, isospin, color part of the function &. The reduced matrix 
elements in this paper are defined by: full matrix element = (reduced matrix 
element) x (Wigner coefkient), without dimensional factors j = (23 + l)r/‘. The two 
types of exchange terms with I = 1 or 2, and i = 3, are illustrated in fig. 2~. Since 
the M-type opera&or is independent of the spin operators associated with xi (see 
eq. (2c)), its xi dependence is carried by the spatial variables (xi) and the color 
generator Ai. Using the equality Xyi;” = Xyia = Xyip it can be seen that the matrix 
elements of the direct term of M-type are proportional to the color matrix element 
of C:_, Ai* Since this is the SU(3) color generator for the subspace of &,, this SU(3) 
octet operator has zero matrix element even when connecting (bO to a hidden color 
state in &. Thus xi Xyca = 0 for ail ty, and there are no direct contributions to 
M-type matrix elements. Also, from X$T,1 = X$& the same argument leads to 
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X M.a (34),2 = - %gi,3 for the exchange term of M-type. With these simplifications, the 
coupling matrix element H,, can be expressed as 
&0= N,~“n,hc~(~,2/~)~(~~4,2- J;4)34)3)xr;i:3 
+ 1:3x$ -2~p34)&&- ~p34),3Xg53~ ’ (24) 
The spatial integrals Igi are standard reduced matrix elements for the two types of 
vector functions F’ (see eq. (2d)), 
Igi =(~~~‘(r)~0,(39)~os(q~)IIS(x~-xs)F’(xi, &)IIcboA3q)>, (25) 
where P now stands for the space part of the permutation operator, and the 3q and 
qq orbital functions involve the OS oscillator functions in the internal relative motion 
variables. With a Op oscillator function for the (3q)(q~) relative motion, this leads 
to 
X {9X$y,3+6XFj* -4X$&+ X$$,J . (26) 
The spin, isospin, color factors of the matrix elements are given in table 1. (Note 
that D-type matrix elements have a direct (e) contribution only for hidden color 
states with (qq) quantum numbers of type o’.) Table 1 also gives the numerical 
values of Z&, as well as the final values of the c,, which are the key numbers for 
this investigation. Note that the c, are normalized, according to 
c&Y=, c&Q#&L~>=1 - (27) 
With the improved single-nucleon wave functions of eq. (10) the RGM equation 
for the NN relative motion function x(R), 
I dR’[H(R, R’) - EN(R, R’)]x(R’)= 0, (28) 
is expressed in terms of kernels H(R, R’), N(R, R’). For the P&, of eq. (10) with 
K-dependent c,(K), these would be generalizations of the standard RGM kernels 
involving the convolution functions 
A,,(r,, -R)=- (294 
with 
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However, since the c,(K) have been replaced by the K-independent c,, the A,, are 
replaced by S-functions, 
and the kernels go over to standard RGM kernels. The only direct terms arise from 
internal energy contributions and the kinetic energy part of H. (In general the direct 
term would get a cont~bution from the annihilation diagram. In the present investiga- 
tion such terms which are at least of order c’, are neglected; see the discussion 
below.) With E = Eint.amal+ EC,,,, the RGM equation reduces to 
dR’ G(R, R’)x(R’) . (31) 
In principle the inertia parameter for the relative kinetic energy operator should be 
obtained from the solution of the K-dependent single-nucleon problem. In practice, 
the experimental value of the two-nucleon reduced mass is used in the coefficient 
of the p$ term. However, the parameters CY,, m, b and Q, are chosen such that 
Internal = 2MNc2, where MN is the observed nucleon mass. The exchange kernel can 
be expanded in the c, (with cr # 0), 
G(R, R’) = c;G,(R, R’)+ F c;c,G,(R, R’)+. * . . (32) 
ff=l 
Since the c, < 0.25 (see table l), terms of order c’, and higher will be neglected in 
constructing these kernels. In eq. (32), Go(R, R’) designates the (3q)-(3q) part of 
the kernel, and G,(R, R’) is a cross term connecting the (3q)-(3q) part of the 
two-nucleon function to the (3q)-(3q)(qQu component. 
It will be useful to replace x(R) in the RGM equation with a function of good 
parity, 
x%) =&X(R) - (-l)?+R)Tf , (33) 
with 9= S+ T. Then 
c;,(R, R’) = HcE’(R, R’) - (2MNc2+ E,.,.)N’E’(RL, R’) , (34) 
where H’E’(R, R’), N’E’(R, R’) are RGM exchange kernels for the simple (3q)-(3q) 
system with 6( r, - R’) replaced by 
GP(roo, R’) =+[S(F,,~ -R’)-(-l)“F(r,,+R’)]. (35) 
It is useful to separate the fitted internal energy 2MNc2 according to 2M,c*= 
2&(3q) +2AMNc2, where E,(3q) is given by eq. (17) with (AA) = (00). Also by using 
the symmetrized x9(R) in the RGM equation (31), as well as parity conservation, 
G,(R, R’) can be expressed by 
GO( R, R’) = G,,( R, R’) - ( 2AMNc2 + EC.,.) Ng’( R, R’) , (36) 
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where Go0 is the exchange kernel for the 3q-3q system, 
and 
C?(& R’) = -9(P,,~,4,S(r,-R)I~,~,S(r,,-R’)). (37b) 
These kernels are known in explicit analytic form, see e.g. ref. 13). In eqs. (30) and 
(37), (and below), the spin, isospin coupling of +,c& is, for simplicity of notation, 
not indicated explicitly. 
The kernel G,(I?, R’) in eq. (32) is related to the kernel of the pair creation 
hamiltonian Hq+q44 connecting a (3q)-(3q) component C#&~ to a (3q)-(3q)(qq) 
component &&, 
(E) G, (& R’) = Hou,oo( R, R’) + H$:,E,I,,(R’, R)* . (38) 
Let us consider first the full RGM kernel given by eq. (9), 
where, before antisymmetrization, the particles in the first 3q cluster are labeled by 
x,, x2, x3; in the second by x,, x5, x6, and the qij pair by x7, x8. The antisymmetrizer 
&&, is made up of a sum over the ($) = 20 permutations which, besides the identity, 
include the permutations which exchange quarks between cluster x1, x2, x3 and x4, 
x5, x6; whereas sP&, is the similar sum of (z) = 35 permutation operators which 
exchange quarks between the groups labeled x1, x2, x3 and x4, x5, x6, x7. These have 
normalization factors of (:)-1’2 and (:)-“2, respectively. Using the symmetry of 
xi U(xi; x7, x8), a&, in eq. (39) can be simplified via 
-J? a~&~, = -J? ; 
l/2 
0 0 ; -“2 C’ 6,P = -l&y 6,P, P P (40) 
where the C’ sum, 35 terms starting with the identity, contains in addition the 
permutations which exchange quarks between groups x1, x2, x3 and x4, x5, x6, x7. 
Since +oL contains an additional antisymmetrizer 
tih. = J;(l - pd7 - pS7 - Pan) , (41) 
the additional identity 
(42) 
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can be used. The c” sum now contains (7!/3!3!1!) = 140 terms which, besides the 
identity, includes all permutations which exchange quarks between the three clusters 
with labels x,, x2, x,; x,, x5, x,; and x7. Since the C&,(X,, x2, xj) and c#J,,(x~, x5, x,) 
are antisymmetrized, this sum can be replaced by an expansion over double coset 




where PO = P,4P25 Pj6 exchanges all quarks between the two single-nucleon functions 
&. Since the exchange term in the RGM equation has the form 
I G(R, R’)xS(R’) dR’= $[G(R, R’)-(-l)“G(R, -R’)]x~(R’) dR’, (44) 
and since 
~(l-Po)~o~~~(r~~-~‘)=St)~~~~Y(r~~,R’), (45) 
the square bracket combination of eq. (44) is obtained if #O#OS( roe - R’) in eq. (39) 
is replaced by the left-hand side of (45). After hermitian conjugation of the product 
of antisymmet~zers in the bra side of H Op,OO the factor (1 - PO) can be permuted to 
the right, and via (1 - P0)2 = 2( 1 - PO), yields a factor 2 when acting on relation (45). 
Thus full antisymmetrization in the kernel of eq. (39) is accomplished by the eight 
terms of the right factor of eq. (43), if I$~ is replaced by & where & is defined by 
(ba = && * (46) 
However, with this change, it must be remembered that the terms 1 -3P6, of eq. 
(43) contribute to the single-nucleon matrix elements and were part of the single- 
nucleon I& which were used to calculate the single-nucleon energy. For the 
two-nucleon problem these are therefore part of Einte,nar = 2MNc2 of eqs. (31)-(37) 
and must be omitted from the RGM kernel I&+. Finally, if HOol,oO is restored to 
the single S-function form of eq. (39) by using eqs. (44) and (45) again, then 
x&J q+qqp(%; x7~ xS)l~O~O~(rOO-R')) 9 (47) 
i=l 
where 
Since the pair-creation interaction U,,,,,, involves a sum over the two types of 
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terms D and M, the exchange kernel can finally be expanded according to 
559 
ffi:,Eo(R, R’) =C C, i C G$(R W , 
P i=l B=D,M 
(49) 
where the notation parallels that of eqs. (24)-(26). The sums over i and P lead 
to 25 distinct types of exchange terms. For example, with P = P3,, terms with 
i = 4, 5, 6 are identical, as are terms with i = 1, 2, while these are distinct from the 
term with i = 3, so that P3, leads to three distinct exchange terms. Similarly P36, 
Px6P3,, P3,Ps6 lead to four distinct terms each, while P36P57, P36P27 lead to five 
distinct exchange terms each. The G;g can again be factored into a spatial part 
and a spin, isospin, color factor X9: which is defined by 
(X~;)%z,.S = (p[5,(123) x 5,(4. . . 8)ls,,,~~oo~ll~“(i; 7,8)II 
x[5,(123)x &,(456)1s~~oo~), (50) 
where (Y(#O) = [S, T,(Ah), S,T,(AA)]S,,. 
For S-wave scattering the rearrangement of the orbital relative motion function 
in C& via an angular momentum transformation yields 
8& 
Gg”(R, R’) = N,;“n,hc- 1 
r s123 
x I&(R, R’)(X~p~,s ) 
where the spatial part of the kernel is given by 
(51) 
Igi(R R’) ~(P~o~~3~)~o”~~(~)~o~O~o~(qzi)~(ro~ -R)II 
X~(X~-X~~“(-Q, ~7)II~Os(3q)~o,(3q)~(roo-R’))~ (52) 
Note that in eq. (52) only the 1= 0 terms of the &functions are assumed to contribute. 
The relative coordinate p in +ti is defined as 
p=~(x,+x*)-~(x4+xg+xg). (53) 
The spatial integrals in eq. (52) have been calculated by complex generator coordin- 
ate (Bargmann transform) techniques 37*38). These techniques are particularly simple 
for operators with gaussian radial dependence so that functions such as l/r are 
expressed in terms of integrals over functions exp [-x2r2] and final evaluations are 
made numerically using lo-point Gauss-Legendre integration formulae. 
To convert the kernels G(R, R’) of eqs. (32), (36), and (38), (49), (51) into effective 
local potentials via the Wigner transform, WKB technique 32,33), the G(R, R’) must 
be replaced by their Wigner transforms 
GW(R2:J’*;(R*P)*)-~dsexp[~(s-R)]{~~_~~RR~~~)}, (54) 
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where the upper/lower factors apply according to whether the coefficient of the 
(R. R’) term in the exponential factor of the gaussian kernels is positive/negative. 
[For details see ref. “).I Note, however, that the lower factor is required only for 
certain of the Iz,JR, R’) in G,(R, R’) with (Y # 0. 
Finally, the effective local potentials follow from GW(R2; P2; (R* P)*) via the 
transcendental equation 
U”“(R)= GW R2; MN[Ec.m.- L@(R)]; A&R* 
-&(L+p , 
N I) 
where L = 0. 
(55) 
4. Choice of parameters, meson-nucleon coupling constants, 
and electromagnetic properties 
Since the (3q)(qq) components of the nucleon internal functions make significant 
contributions to the N- and A-masses and the nucleon magnetic moments and rms 
radii, it is necessary to redetermine the numerical values of the parameters fy,, m, 
b, and a,. In addition, the strengths of the qq pair creation excitations can also be 
related to the nucleon-meson coupling constants. The vector-meson coupling con- 
stants, in particular, will be used to impose new constraints on the choice of 
parameters. Since a simple OS (qq) cluster with the quantum numbers of the pion, 
Slr(hh ) = Ol(OO), cannot be expected to be a realistic model for a physical pion, 
we do not attempt to fit the pion-nucleon coupling constant. Since our simple model 
can also not be expected to give a good description of the “pion cloud” in the 
extreme surface region of a nucleon, the predicted proton rms charge radius will 
be permitted to be somewhat smaller than the experimental value. Before proceeding 
to the discussion of numerical values it is necessary to relate the meson-nucleon 
coupling constants to the parameters of our model and to discuss the modifications 
imposed on nucleon electromagnetic form factors by the (3q)(q@ components of 
the nucleon wave functions. 
The meson-nucleon coupling constants have been discussed by Yu and Zhang 35). 
Since their treatment differs somewhat from ours, and since they do not discuss the 
interesting tensor/vector coupling constant ratios for the vector mesons, some detail 
will be given. If the meson-nucleon interactions are rewritten in the shorthand form 
with p = n, 7~, o, p, and a scalar product in both 4-space and isospin space for 
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p’-p=k 
k -- 
Fig. 3. Nucleon-meson vertex. 
meson fields 4P with the appropriate 4-space and isospin scalar/vector characteris- 
tics, the relativistic vertex functions are then (see fig. 3) 
where the second form for the vector mesons has made use of the Gordon decomposi- 
tion, assuming the nucleons are on the mass shell. The transition matrix elements 
V,, from a nucleon initial state p to a final state p’ with the emission of a meson 
of momentum k, vector polarization efA), and isospin orientation e’“), can then be 
expressed in terms of nonrelativistic nucleon vertex functions HO by 
In the nonrelativistic limit, k/m@ 4 1, and static approximatian, p = 0, the HP can 
be expressed in terms of k and nucleon fir and T Pauli operators by 
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In our model the above V, can be related to the matrix elements of the pair-creation 
interaction Hq_S44 between a nucleon initial state &(3q)SMSTMT, (with ST = $4 and 
MsMT = msimti above) and nucleon-meson final state 
e -ik’X3&)0s(3q)S,M,,,T,MT, x (-Vz+l eik‘X’~o,(q4)s,M,,,r,MT,, (60) 
with MS2 = A, MT2 = v; (A, v = 0, ~1). Note also that the r$(3q), r$(qzf) have the 
color symmetry (hh) = (00) of real particles, although the color quantum number 
(00) will be omitted for brevity. (A phase factor has been added to 4(qq) to bring 
the phases of sect. 3 into agreement with standard nucleon-meson phases.) With 
r = X2-X3, the above V, can be expressed through eq. (9) by 
Vfi= -J;? is2+‘&(l -3&J eik”CPs,M,,r,MT,(3q)#,s,M,,T,M,,(q71)1 
(61) 
i=l 
Due to the vector character of U9-,449 only the p-wave component survives in the 
partial-wave expansion of 
(62) 
With some recoupling, and the introduction of the spherical vector component, 






& WS,Wl; S,,f)~v;r,‘;,,,,,,,*(k) , 
1 2 2 
(63) 
where 
Except for the fact that the radial part of the Op oscillator function has been replaced 
by N~~:‘,2(4~/ k)j,( kr), this is of the form of H,, of sect. 3 (cf. eqs. (12) and (23)-(26), 
but note that (AA) = (00) is now implied). For the case where the baryon in both 
initial and final state is a nucleon, ST = ii= S, T,, the quantity 2, defined in eq. 
(64), can be related to matrix elements of nucleon operators I$ with spherical 
tensor character f (=0 or l), where 
with 
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and where u and T are nucleon operators, as in eq. (59). We thus obtain the following 
explicit expressions for the HP of eq. (58): 
(674 H =&P k)Vf;tocy,,t(k) 
(9 J47T 
H = LL{(k* ecr)*)[ Vfit,cP,,t(k)+JIV~f!,(p,,l(k)] 
(5) v&J3 
+ i([ cr X k] . e(“)* )[- Vf;4,cy,,&k) +&;;~,,lil:(W~(~( ’ 
3 7-e 
cvj*)) . 67b) 
Comparing, eqs. (59) and (67), after restoring the constants h, c (which have tacitly 
been set to 1 in this discussion up to now), and defining (with mp = meson mass, 
m = quark mass) 
the meson-nucleon coupling constants (in units of Jhc) are given by 
(68) 
(69) 
where in the low-energy limit (k = 0) 
The spin, isospin, color factors Xz”, with a = [S, Tl(OO)S,T2(OO)]S,2, are given 
as part of table la. It is also interesting to note that the ratios ( V,( k = O)/ V,.( k = 0)) 
are almost identical to the ratios (H,,/ H&, the largest difference being -3%. 
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Finally, the static electromagnetic properties of the nucleon will be extracted from 
the low-q limits of the electromagnetic form factors which follow from the nucleon 
electromagnetic current J via 
Jfi = (~~,~~lj~.~,~~~~~} , (71) 
where .L.,. is the quark current operator and where /PkJIN) is given by eq. (10). By 
choosing the Breit frame, with k = -44, k’= +&q, but using the k-independent 
approximation for the c,, c,, the form factors follow from 
Jfi(-q) =z (e’i/2”‘x~~olj,~,~(-q)~ e-(‘/Z)~X3+O) 
+ C cocu[(e”‘2)“X~~~~j,.m.(-q)~ e--fi’2fqX3#o) 
fff0 
+ (e(ii2)rix3#oj j,.,.( -q)/ e-(i/*)*x5#a)] 
+ u :+. c,c,,[(e’i’2’“‘xs~ollj,.,,(-q)l e-(i’2)Q’x~Sfm,) 
-(~uj~,,~)(e’i’2’P’x~~~~j~.~.(-q)~ e-(“2)4’x+o)] , (72) 
where I$ has been eliminated from the dominant term via the no~alization condi- 
tion, eq. (27). In the dominant 3q term and the important cross-term the full 
relativistic quark current operator is to be used, 
j&,( -4) = dx eig’=: (Q(x)r”($+trz)Q(X)): * (73) 
Note that the quark field operators O(X), Q(x) lead to both u+u, bib, as well as 
u+b+, ba terms inj_(-q). S ince the second-order c,cb, term is small a nonrelativistic 
approximation can here be used for j,.,. . Details for the calculation of the electromag- 
netic form factors will be given elsewhere. It should be pointed out, however, that 
by far the largest contributions to the coca cross-terms arise from direct matrix 
elements which can exist only for the vector-meson terms with cx = No,!&, and 
cy = NpS,,. Approximate formulae containing the dominant 3q term and the direct 
vector-meson matrix elements only are therefore quite simple. Again with x = h/ mcb, 
the charge (r2) and magnetic moment expressions containing only these terms are 
given by 
1+ $x2f(“( x) 
0 1 (74) 
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where the A,, . . . , BP are given in terms of the c, by 





and where f”‘(x), g’“‘(x) are relativistic reduction factors normalized such that 
F”‘( [ 1+ $x2t]“2) 
F(Z~([l+XZt]“Z) , 
I $tP([1 +x2$‘2) 
with 
F”‘(U) = &[+:)(2+;+$J], 
@‘(a) 2 2+1 
f > 3a a’ 
F(3ya) =2 
a(a+l)’ (77b) 
The full results including all terms of eq. (72) are given in table 4 below. 
With eqs. (69) and (72) and the single-baryon energies evaluated in sect. 3, a 
careful reevaluation of the model parameters as, m, b, a, can now be made. The 
philosophy for the choice of the numerical values has been outlined in the introduc- 
tion. The following experimental quantities are, to be fitted: 
(i) the Md - MN mass difference (293 MeV) ; 
(ii) the vector-meson coupling constants: in particular, the combination 
( m,/2MN)(gp +f,), with experimental value in the range 1.97-2.49, which ensures 
a fit for the corresponding w-coupling constants (see table 3 below); 
(iii) the nucleon magnetic moments, specifically the isovector component f(pCLp- 
k,), expe~mental value 2.353, to avoid sensitivity to small variations in the difference 
of absolute values. 
Finally, the nucleon mass itself is fitted. This is achieved by the choice of a,, the 
confining potential constant. Since the final NN scattering results, as well as the 
quantities (i) to (iii) are very insensitive to the value of a,, this last choice is made 
largely for convenience so that the real nucleon mass, 939 MeV, can be used in 
subsequent calculations. In addition, the rms radius of the proton is examined, 
although its predicted value is expected to be somewhat less than the experimental 
one. 
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Fig. 4. The b versus m plot used to fit the model parameters; with o,, ac chosen to fit M_, - MN and 
MN. The cross indicates the final parameter choice (see first entry of table 2). 
TABLES 
The model parameters 
b Efml me2 [MeV] % a, [MeV . fm-‘3 x 
present 0.5235 471.2 2.973 335.7 0.8 
3q model “) 0.6 313 1.517 23.67 1.051 
“) Ref. I’). 
The fitting procedure is carried out as follows. The constants crS and a, are chosen 
first to fit E/id - MN and A&. The remaining quantities pP, pn, (r”>il”, and the pN 
coupling constants are then examined on a b versus m plot. Fig. 4 shows such a 
plot to illustrate the sensitivity of the fitted quantities to these parameters. The final 
values of the parameters are shown in table 2 (first entry). These are contrasted 
TABLE 3 
Meson-nucleon coupling constants 
g: faiga (q&5%) . (&3 +fsf 
B 
theor. exp. “f theor. exp. “) theor. exp. “) 
1) b, 6.89 3.7-7.6 - 0.77 0.6-0.8 
T 4.70 13.7-14.4 - 0.16 0.27-0.28 
w 9.65 7.9-14.6 0.18 o-o.7 1.52 1.4-2.4 
P 1.26 0.4-0.8 3.98 4.3-6.6 2.31 2.0-2s 
“) Ref. 4’). 
b, m,c? = 549 MeV is used. 
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TABLED 





Total Exp. “I) 
(r’),/ b2 = 1.306 + 0.497 + 0.144 = 1.947 
(r’)k/’ = 0.598 + 0.703 + 0.73 1”) 0.836 “) 
lr;;(b2 n = l/2 = 0 + - 0.012 6 + - 0.009 8 “) = -0.021 0.34 “) 
kJ = 1.51 + 1.32 + 0.00 = 2.83 2.79 
P” = -1.01 - 0.86 - 0.01 = -1.88 -1.91 
g,lgv = 1.45 + 0.36 + 0.05 = 1.86 1.26 
“) Units: fm. 
with an earlier set determined for a pure 3q model of the nucleon, using a similar 
fitting philosophy “). 
With the final choice of parameters it is now possible to examine the meson- 
nucleon coupling constants and the nucleon electromagnetic properties in more 
detail. The meson-nucleon coupling constants are shown in table 3. Both the w- 
and p-coupling constants fall within the range of values extracted from the experi- 
mental nucleon scattering data. It is encouraging to note that the model fits the 
large differences in the tensor/vector ratios f/g for w and p. Since the n-meson of 
our model is made up of nonstrange quarks only, a mass somewhere between that 
of the physical r] and 7’ should perhaps be used for the comparison. The results 
for g, are acceptable. As expected, our predicted value for g,, is too weak (g’, is 
-33% of the experimental value). It should also be noted that higher-order contribu- 
tions in the pair-creation interaction and other small improvements in the model, 
examined by Yu and Zhang 35), do not make essential changes in these results. 
Table 4 shows the predicted values for the static electromagnetic quantities. The 
contributions of the 3q term, the cross-terms and the second-order terms of eq. (72) 
are shown separately. It is interesting to note that the proton rms radius, which is 
increased from 0.523 to 0.598 fm by the relativistic correction term, is further 
increased to 0.731 fm by the (3q)(qq) components of our model. These make 
important contributions to all the electromagnetic properties. The model fails to 
give the experimental neutron charge (r2) value. It has been suggested by Oka and 
Yazaki 42) that a small 2hw excitation of space symmetry [21] and color singlet 
character in the 3q model of the nucleon is vital for this quantity. Using their 
estimate for the amplitude of this excitation (cr,,, =.-0.297), a simple perturbation 
estimate gives A((r2)/b2) - *2&0.297)[ 1 - (0.297)2]1’2 = ho.23 for p/n. This would 
increase m from 0.73 to 0.77 fm and l(r2),1”2 from 0.08 to 0.26 fm. In view of 
the expected failure of our model in the extreme surface region of the nucleon these 
may be reasonable predictions. Table 4 includes the predicted value for the ratio 
of axial vector/vector coupling constants. Although the relativistic correction factor 
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decreases the 3q contribution, from the value of 3, this decrease is more than 
compensated by the contributions of the (3q)(qq) components. 
The crucial numbers for our model are the constants c, which give the magnitudes 
of the (3q)(qq) components of the nucleon wave function. These are shown in table 
1 as determined from the present parameter set (first entry of table 2). They lie in 
the O-O.25 range. The very largest amplitudes are those for states with color SU(3) 
singlet character and with Sr2 = 2, i.e. with CY = No, Np, AT and Ap, and SIZ = $; the 
next largest being those for (Y = NT, Np and Ap, and S,, =f. The preference for 
S,, = g appears to be related to the predominance of the D (derivative) type term 
in the pair-creation interaction. Note that the D-term of Hq_qqq acts only in states 
with a qqq spin of 3 (cf. eq. (5)). The amplitudes of the hidden color components 
lie in the O-0.05 range and are much smaller than those for the (AA) = (00) states. 
Of the hidden color states, the channels with an wc appear to have the largest 
amplitudes. Since the wc carries the gluon quantum numbers these amplitudes can 
get a contribution from a direct term. Despite the much smaller amplitudes of the 
hidden color channels it appears that these have an important coherent effect on 
the NN interaction (see sect. 5). The value of c, = 0.857 shows that the (3q)(qq) 
components carry about 27% of the nucleon wave function. 
The question arises as to whether the numerical values of the c, are very sensitive 
to the exact choice of the parameters CX,, m, b, and a, or to the nature of the quark 
internal wave functions. An evaluation of the c, with the earlier 3q parameter set 
of table 2 (despite the major difference in the parameter a,), gives a set of c,‘s 
almost identical with those for the parameter set of the present investigation. For 
example, the four largest c,‘s with S,, =$, are now: -0.230 for NC& -0.258 for 
Nps, 0.202 for AT& -0.252 for Ap$, cf. table la; whereas with S,, = i, the largest 
c,‘s are now: -0.190 for Nr& 0.138 for Np& and -0.107 for Ap;. The value of c0 
is 0.852 (compared with 0.857 for the parameter set of the present investigation), 
so that the percentage of (3q)(qq) components are essentially identical for the two 
parameter sets. 
Finally, to test the importance of relativistic effects for the orders of magnitude 
of the c,, the & of eq. (12) have been expanded in a q4q quark shell-model basis. 
The resultant amplitudes have been compared with a relativistic calculation in which 
zero-rest mass MIT bag OS and Op wave functions were used. This relativistic 
calculation gives similar but slightly smaller amplitudes. The values of the c, thus 
appear to be quite insensitive to the details of the model. In particular, they pass 
the crucial test of being insensitive to large changes in the parameter a,. 
5. The effective NN potentials 
The Wigner transforms of the quark exchange kernels G(R, R’), in the approxima- 
tion of eq. (32), have been used to evaluate phase-shift-equivalent local potentials 
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Fig. 5. The S-wave phase-shift-equivalent local potentials for EC.,. = 0. The curves show the results for 
both the full calculation and for a calculation with hidden color states turned off. 
through the self-consistency equation, (55). Such effective local potentials for S-wave 
scattering are shown in fig. 5 for the extreme low-energy limit, EC.,. = 0. The 
admixtures of (3q)(qq) components into the nucleon wave functions lead to two 
prominent effects. The repulsive core heights, which would have been -700-900 MeV 
in a pure 3q-3q model, with our interaction, are greatly reduced to around 100 MeV; 
and the potentials have gained .a weak attractive part in the 0.8-1.5 fm range. The 
‘S potential, with a minimum of - -32 MeV, is slightly more attractive than the ‘S 
potential, with a minimum of - -21 MeV. Fig. 5 also shows the effective potentials 
obtained when the 15 hidden color channels are arbitrarily turned off. The potentials 
become more attractive, with minima of -59 MeV for ‘S and -69 MeV for ‘S. The 
hidden color channels play a significant role in making the potentials more repulsive. 
Fig. 6, which gives the effective local potentials in the O-350 MeV range (NN 
scattering cm energies), shows that the strong energy dependence of the repulsive 
cores is similar to that of the pure 3q-3q models. The repulsive core heights are 
now very similar to those for the phenomenological short-range terms introduced 
into the Paris potential 43). This is illustrated in fig. 7 which summarizes the energy 
dependence of the core heights and the potential depths of the attractive part of 
the NN potentials. The repulsive core heights predicted by the full calculation are 
now in good agreement with the Paris potential in the 200-300 MeV region where 
our quark model may be expected to have its greatest validity. 
Although our model leads to a medium-range attraction, this attraction is too 
weak to bind the deuteron or explain the experimental low-energy scattering phase 









Fig. 6. The energy 
R(fm) 
dependence of the elective local potentials in the O-350 MeV range (NN scattering 
cm energies). 
shifts. This is shown in fig. 8 which gives the S-wave phase shifts for our effective 
potentials. With all (3q)(qq) components turned off the S-wave phase shifts are 
purely repulsive. For the full calculation the extreme low-energy phase shifts show 
a weak attraction. With the hidden color channels turned off, the low-energy 
attractive phase shifts are closer to the expe~mental values with the 3S more attractive 
than the ‘S, seemingly in better agreement with experiment. However, the phase 
shifts with hidden color states turned off are not sufficiently repulsive in the 
200-300 MeV range. At these energies the phase shifts for the full calculation match 
the experimental quantities both in absolute value and in the near-equality of S(3S) 
and S(‘S). Since phase shifts in this energy region might be expected to be least 
sensitive to further improvements in our quark model, we conclude that the repulsive 
effect of the hidden color states is an important ingredient of our model. Clearly, 
also, improvements in the model are needed for the low-energy scattering domain 
or the long-range part of the NN interaction. The phase shifts in fig. 8 have been 
calculated with our equivalent local potentials. However these have also been 
checked against single-channel S-wave RGM calculations using the exchange kernels 
directly, with reasonable agreement between the two types of calculations. (Details 
of the full RGM calculations will be given elsewhere.) 
To gain a better understanding of the effective NN potentials it is interesting to 
examine the relative importance of the various (3q)(q~} components. The Wigner 
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Fig. 7. Energy dependence of the repulsive core heights and potential minima. The repulsive core heights 
for a simple 3q-3q model are greatly reduced by the (3q)(q$ terms. Results for both the full calculation 
and a calculation with hidden color states turned off are shown. The dots (3S) and crosses (‘S) give the 
repulsive core heights of the phenomenological short-range terms of the Paris potential 43). 
transforms of the exchange kernels are ideal for this purpose. Since the cross-terms 
are linear in the c, it is possible to turn on one term at a time and examine the 
relative strengths and radial dependences of individual cic,Gy( R ; q2) contributors. 
For this purpose it is useful to use the dimensionless momentum variable q* = 
(2~&2/3h2)(E,,, - r-Jeff(R)). For the parameters of this investigation, /q*[ = 1 cor- 
responds to an energy of -225 MeV. For EC.,. in the O-300 MeV range and the U” 
of figs. 5 and 6, therefore, it can be seen that the q* values range from q* = +l for 
very large R to q2-0 as R + 0, and the Wigner transforms GT for q* = 0 should 
give a good indication of the nature of a particular “baryon-meson” term in the 
R = O-l fm range. Fig. 9 shows the c&,G~(R, q* = 0) for the three states (Y with 
S,, = 4 and (AA) = (00) and the largest values of c,, i.e. the states (Y = N&, Npf, 
and Api. Although all give attractive contributions to the potentials in the R = 1 fm 
region, the much larger contributions as R-0 include both attractive and strong 
repulsive pieces. Figs. 10 and 11 show similar results for the four states (Y with 
S,, = i which have the dominant amplitudes c,. Although the Nwg component (fig. 
10) gives a weak repulsive contribution in the R = l-l .5 fm range, its strong attraction 
as R+O (-1187 MeV R =0 value for ‘S, -1319 MeV for 3S) helps to overpower 
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Ecm (MeV) 
Fig. 8. S-wave phase shifts for the effective potentials. Results are shown for the full calculation, and a 
calculation with hidden color states turned off, also for a calculation with 3q components only. The dots 
(‘S) and crosses (‘S) give the experimental phase shifts “). 
some of the strong repulsive contributions such as those of the AT; and A& channels 
of fig. 11. It should perhaps be strongly emphasized at this point that the baryon- 
meson names based on our RGM two-cluster wave functions & may have physical 
significance in terms of real mesons only in the large-R limit, but lose this significance 
as R + 0 since antisymmetrization and recoupling mix up all 24 components 4, in 
this domain. Nevertheless, it is encouraging that the dominant No components lead 
to repulsion in the large-R limit. Although the 15 hidden color components (not 
shown in figs. 9- 11) also have both attractive and repulsive contributors their overall 
effect is more coherent and they lead to the net repulsive effect illustrated in fig. 5. 
The net attractive effect of all 24 cross-terms is shown in fig. 12 which gives the full 
cross-term contributions to the Wigner transforms of the exchange kernels for the 
q2 values which bracket the range of present interest. 
Since there is competition between strong attractive and strong repulsive con- 
tributors to the effective NN potentials at short range, it might be concluded that 
the nature of the potentials could depend in a very sensitive way on the details of 
the model or the precise values of the model parameters. For this reason effective 
NN potentials were evaluated for a number of different parameter sets including 
the second set of table 2 used earlier for a pure 3q-3q model. Although this parameter 
set is derived for a different model space and differs very markedly from the present 
set, particularly in the value of a,, it leads to an effective NN potential qualitatively 
very similar to that of the present investigation, when used to evaluate the c, and 
the cross-terms in the exchange kernels for the full set of 24 (3q)(qq) components. 


















Fig. 9. The Wigner transforms for individual (3q)(qq) components. The figure shows the c&Gy(R; q’), 
with q2 = 0, for the three most important contributors with S,, = $ and (AA) = (00): (Y = N?T~, Np$, and 
Apt. 
The respulsive core height at R = 0 is still greatly reduced relative to the predictions 
of the simple 3q+ 3q model. (The core heights for EC.,. = 0 are now 20 MeV for 3S 
and 0.2 MeV for ‘S. For EC.,. = 350 MeV they are 247 MeV for 3S and 229 MeV for 
‘S.) The strong energy dependence of the core height persists with a change in slope 
of -4% only, compared with the parameter set of the present investigation. The 
attractive parts of the effective potential are also very similar (with minima of 
-35 MeV for 3S and -43 MeV for ‘S, at EC.,. = 0, cf. fig. 5). 
6. Summary 
Quark-antiquark excitations have been incorporated into a quark model of the 
nucleon to study the effects of such excitations on the NN interaction. Although it 
is the ultimate aim of such investigations to make a more natural connection between 
the simple quark models and the mesonic degrees of freedom responsible for the 
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Fig. 10. Wigner transforms (as in fig. 9) for Q = NC& Np$ The R = 0 values (beyond the range of the 
figure) are: for (x = No:, -1187 MeV for ‘S and -1319 MeV for ‘S; for a = Np$, -847 MeV for ‘S and 
-509 MeV for %. 
medium- and long-range parts of the NN interaction, the present investigation takes 
only a first step in that direction by introducing (3q)(qq) components into the 
internal wave functions of a single nucleon within the framework of the resonating 
group method. Although q4q configurations for a single baryon have previously 
been considered45), these earlier studies concerned themselves with excited states 
of the nucleon. In the present investigation the emphasis is on the effects of such 
configurations on the ground state of the nucleon and in particular the two-nucleon 
system through their contributions to the quark exchange kernels which are used 
to arrive at an effective NN interaction. The qq pair-creation terms inherent in the 
quark-gluon interaction lagrangian have been used in many earlier investigations 
[see e.g. ref. ““)I. In the present investigation the off-shell qq pair-creation terms are 
derived from the one-gluon-exchange diagram in the Breit approximation in com- 
plete analogy with the derivation of the qq and qq interaction potential. The 
parameters of the interaction, CY, and M, and the length parameter, b, of the quark 
internal wave functions are chosen to be consistent with the experimental A-N 
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Fig. 11. Wigner transforms (as in fig. 10) for a = AT; and A&. The R = 0 values (beyond the range of 
the figure) are: for cr = A& +428 MeV for ‘S and +463 MeV for ‘S; for Q = A& +395 MeV for ‘S and 
+460 MeV for %. 
mass difference, the vector-meson-nucleon coupling constants, and the nucleon 
magnetic moments. Since our improved quark model for the nucleon can, however, 
not be expected to give a realistic picture for the extreme surface region of the 
nucleon we expect to underpredict the value of the proton rms radius and the 
pion-nucleon coupling constant. Within the above constraints, the predicted ampli- 
tudes of the (3q)(qq) components of the nucleon wave function have been shown 
to be quite insensitive to the precise values of the model parameters. In particular, 
they are very insensitive to large changes in the magnitude of the confinement 
potential constant which is a necessary ingredient of the model. Similar (3q)(qq) 
amplitudes were also obtained in a relativistic calculation using zero-rest mass MIT 
bag wave functions. 
Phase-shift-equivalent effective local potentials are obtained from the Wigner 
transforms of the quark-exchange kernels through the WKB approximation. The 
(3q)(qq) components in the nucleon wave function lead to the following effects: (i) 
The repulsive core heights of the simple 3q-3q model are greatly reduced but retain 
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Fig. 12. The Wignertransforms; full cross-term contributions. The figure shows the summed contributions 
c afO $c,G~(R; 4’) for both q* = 0 and q2 = +l. (The value q2 = +l is appropriate for EC,,, - 225 MeV 
as R + Iarge; q2 = 0 is appropriate as R + 0 for I?,,. in the 100-200 MeV range.) 
their strong essentially linear energy dependence. (ii) The effective potentials have 
gained an attractive part in the 0.8-1.5 fm range. However, this attraction is too 
weak to bind the deuteron or fit the low-energy S-wave phase shifts. 
The present investigation is only a first step toward an improved quark model 
for the NN interaction. Even within the framework of the present model many 
refinements are possible. So far, all distortion effects have been neglected. The c, 
which determine the (3q)(qq) amplitudes of a single nucleon should be permitted 
to vary with the NN separation in the full two-nucleon problem and may also be 
dependent on the relative momentum K of the initial two-nucleon state. More 
sophisticated (qq)-(3q) relative motion functions should be used. In particular, their 
range parameters might be dependent on the S,T, quantum numbers of the (qq) 
cluster. The coupling to other (closed) channels must be considered even within 
the framework of a lhw oscillator model. Channels in which a pure OS (3q)(qq) 
negative-parity nucleon excited state is coupled to a OS (3q) cluster with a Op wave 
relative motion function might be important. Although the fully antisymmetrized 
RGM wave function of this type will have some overlap with the model space of 
the present investigation, the color, spin, isospin intrinsic degrees of freedom are 
so numerous that such channels can perhaps not be neglected. The indications are 
that the coupling to such channels must be considered to understand the observed 
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P-wave phase shifts, in particular. Finally, more complicated qq excitations may 
have to be considered and a full three-cluster RGM formulation of the model may 
have to be used to gain a better picture of the long-range part of the NN interaction. 
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